SPAIN | GRANADA - ALBOLOTE

Hotel Cortijo del Marques
A STUNNING COUNTRY HOUSE HOTEL CLOSE TO GRANADA

C

ortijo del Marques is an impeccably restored

which can be enjoyed from the outdoor pool in summer, you can

structured ceiling. The Chapel offers a perfect venue for wed-

cort ijo (Manor House), reopened in 2010,

unwind on the terrace or enjoy the courtyard patio and foun-

dings, concerts and social events with its fully restored structu-

offering an authentic rural Andalucian experien-

tains. For cooler evenings the cortijo offers guests a large lounge

res and altar laterals showing the ancient, blue blooded family

ce. Positioned between the Pozuelo and Arana

with two fireplaces, arched patio windows and Chesterfield

coat of arms. To compliment your stay why not enjoy a deli-

mountains in the province of Granada and at only 20 km from

sofas. There are 15 boutique rooms and suites scattered around

cious meal in Cortijo del Marques's restaurant. Voted many

the city of Granada, it is ideally located for guests to enjoy

the different buildings with names such as Tower, Pigeon Loft

times in the top 'great places to stay' Cortijo del Marques

hiking, cycling and sightseeing historical monuments such as

and Granary, each one utilising original materials and furnished

wonderfully authentic charisma will want you returning again

the Alhambra. Once an agricultural property, the hotel takes its

with wrought iron bedsteads, antique furniture and rustic

and again.

name from the Marquis of Mondejar who gained the property

wooden floors and beams. In addition there are spacious family

from the defeated Moors. The property was extended in 1878 to

suites available. All have central heating, private bathroom with

include a fortified tower and chapel, which received full church

bathrobe and a seating area. The Silo is an example to the

rights two years later by Pope Leon XIII. With beautiful views

uniqueness of the rooms: a round room in the former grain silo

of the surrounding mountains, olive-trees and sunflower fields,

with cast iron bathtub, custom made bed and exposed wooden
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